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Industry: Fintech
Finiata provides working capital financing 
for over 38 000 SMEs and freelancers 
through a flexible line of credit and 
factoring. Data is at the core of the 
decision making process in the company 
while developing product offering.

The challenge
In the process of testing new hypotheses for 
the business and developing their product 
Finiata was using project-specific data and 
facing a range of ad-hoc challenges. They 
had an issue on how to efficiently combine 
and represent sales and advertising data in 
flexible reports that could be used between 
departments for different purposes. In order 
to fulfill analytical tasks Finiata needed reliable 
data warehouse, custom integrations and 
tracking tools. Designing data management 
processes required expertise such as analysts, 
developers and data architects that Finiata, 
when it was founded, did not have in-house. 
Company was in need of a flexible business 
intelligence solution to create data architecture 
for the business and support ad-hoc projects 
from a technical and analytical perspective.

SageData tackled the 
following challenges: 
CHECK Built and reshaped data architecture as the 
company evolved

CHECK Loaded data structures to manage large amounts 
of data

CHECK Collected complete, accurate and well-structured 
data for analytics

CHECK Combined data from external data sources 
API, such as bank accounts and calls, into Data 
Warehouse

CHECK Created custom reports that could be used 
across different teams within the business

CHECK Continuously updated Geckoboard 

“Working with SageData was a huge advantage and flexibility in 
comparison to having internal employees for the same functions. 

We were able to save resources for salaries and staff training 
because SageData had the full-stack BI expertise and awareness of 

our specific business needs.”

- Alexander Dubrovsky, Head of BI at Finiata -



Key results
 
CHECK Flexible SageData service package prevented 
company from hiring in-house specialists saving 
business €75 000 annually.

CHECK Finiata was able to implement new business 
ideas with more knowledge by utilising extensive 
SageData BI team experience in managing BI 
solutions.

CHECK Significant part of analytical tasks were 
outsourced to SageData, allowing Finiatas BI 
team to save time in managing requests.

CHECK Finiata increased their operational efficiency 
as a lot of data infrastructure and scalability 
issues were managed by SageData team.

CHECK Thanks to well structured reports, insights 
based on data could be shared throughout the 
business. 

CHECK Access to event data helped Finiata to 
understand customer journey and optimize their 
ad spend.

Solution
With SageData’s support Finiata was able to 
collect, store and analyse data from multiple 
sources in an efficient way. 
 
CHECK Redshift Data Warehouse was built and set to 
refresh daily.

CHECK Data Warehouse was continuously updated 
by adding new metrics to accommodate 
changing business needs. 

CHECK Data from CRM systems and Snowplow was 
combined in a funnel report that described 
customer journey from the page visit to 
registration and purchase.

CHECK Ad-hoc reports created in as little as 2 hours 
using BI tools such as Tableau and Looker.

CHECK Event tracking tools were integrated to 
get the most detailed insights for Product and 
Marketing teams.

CHECK Custom integrations were built where no pre-
defined solution existed.

CHECK Attribution modelling set up to understand 
user journey in order to optimize the acquisition 
funnel.

CHECK SageData analyst, dedicated to the Finiata 
team, was able to provide on-site support and 
help to understand how to use the reports for 
quality insights.
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